We give bounds for the module sectional category of products of maps which generalise a theorem of Jessup for Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. We deduce also a proof of a Ganea type conjecture for topological complexity. This is a first step towards proving the Ganea conjecture for topological complexity in the rational context.
Introduction
The sectional category of a map f : X → Y , secat(f ), defined by Schwarz in [14] , is the smallest m such that there exist m + 1 local homotopy sections for f whose domains form an open cover of Y . One can point out two important cases of sectional category. The first one is the well known Lusternik-Schnirelmann (LS) category of a path-connected space X, which can be seen as the sectional category of the inclusion of the base point of X:
cat(X) = secat( * ֒→ X).
More generally, if f : X → Y is a continuous map with homotopy fibre i : F → X then cat(f ) = secat(i).
The second one is the (higher) topological complexity, defined in [4] and generalised in [13] , TC n (X) = secat(∆ n ), where ∆ n : X ֒→ X n denotes the diagonal inclusion. It is known [4] that TC(X) := TC 2 (X) measures the motion planning complexity of a mechanical system for which X is the configuration space.
Denote S k the k-dimensional sphere. Ganea conjectured in [7] that cat(X× S k ) = cat(X) + cat(S k ). This conjecture was found to be false by Iwase in [9] but proven to be true for rational spaces. The latter was done in two steps. First Jessup proves the conjecture for a weaker invariant called module LS category (see below) [10] 
Then Hess proved that, rationally, module LS category equals LS category [8] cat(X) = mcat(X).
The goal of this paper is to generalise Jessup's theorem to sectional category. In order to do so, we will use standard rational homotopy theory techniques. We will therefore always consider simply connected CW complexes with finite Betti numbers. In particular we denote by X 0 and f 0 the rationalisation of a space X and a continuous map f . We denote A P L (X) the commutative differential graded algebra (cdga for short) of Sullivan's piecewise linear forms on X. The reader is referred to [5] for the basis on rational homotopy theory.
Sectional category admits a nice presentation using the Ganea construction. Let f : X → Y be a continuous map. One can construct an m-Ganea
the iterated join f with itself m + 1 times [12] . When Y admits a partition of the unity (for instance, when Y is normal) the m-Ganea map can be used to glue together m + 1 local sections of f so that secat(f ) ≤ m if and only if G m (f ) admits a homotopy section, [14] . Using G m (f ) we obtain a characterisation of secat(f 0 ) and a definition of msecat(f ). In fact, it follows directly from Sullivan's theory of minimal models [16] 
admits a homotopy retraction (see Section 1) in the category of cdgas [2] .
(ii) The module topological complexity of X is mTC n (X) = msecat(∆ n ).
In this paper we study the relations between msecat(f × g), msecat(f ) and msecat(g) being g a map. In particular we prove 
We deduce:
Module sectional category and products
We will start with a brief recall of some content of [2] and [1] that will be used later on. Throughout this paper we will work with commutative differential graded algebras over Q whose differential increases the degree. Given a cdga (ii) msc(ϕ) the smallest m such that ρ m admits a homotopy retraction of
(iii) Hsc(ϕ) the smallest m such that ρ m is homology injective.
In order to give topological consequences to our algebraic results we will use the main theorem of [1] , which reads ii) msecat(f ) = msc(ϕ).
iii) Hsecat(f ) = Hsc(ϕ).
We now prove the sub-additivity of sc type invariants for the tensor product of morphisms of cdgas.
This induces commutative diagram
y y t t t t t t t t t t 
where j is a relative Sullivan model for the projection
and µ is the multiplication morphism.
By [2] , one has that msecat(f ) = msecat(ϕ), for any surjective model ϕ of f . Recall that the nilpotency of an ideal I is defined as the greatest integer m such that I m+1 = {0}. We can now prove
Proof. We begin proving i). Recall the notation from the proof of Proposition 6 and suppose Hsc(ϕ 2 ) = n, then there must exist a cycle ω ∈ K n 2 representing a non-zero class of H * (A 2 , d). One can therefore decompose
Now define the map α : 
where j 1 and j 3 are relative models for ρ 1 and ρ 3 , respectively, and whereα is induced by [5, Prop. 6.4] . If j 3 admits a retraction as (A 1 ⊗ A 2 )-module, r, then β • r •α is a retraction for j 1 .
Let us now prove ii). If nil ker H(ϕ 2 ) = n then there exist cycles ω 1 , . . . , ω n ∈ ker ϕ 2 such that [ω 1 · · · ω n ] = 0 in H(A 2 ). We can therefore define an (A
Let also α and β be the maps of previous case taking ω :
and the result follows in a similar way as i).
Corollary 10. Let f and g be continuous maps then
Moreover, if f 0 and g 0 admit homotopy retractions, then
In [3] it was proven that if the base space of a map g is a Poincaré duality complex, then msecat(g) = Hsecat(g). This implies Theorem 2.
Remark 11. Stanley in [15] gives an example of two maps f, g such that cat(f 0 ×g 0 ) < cat(f 0 ) + cat(g 0 ). By taking homotopy cofibres we get examples of maps for which secat(f 0 × g 0 ) < secat(f 0 ) + secat(g 0 ).
Applications to topological complexity
Recall from [3] that, if X is a Poincaré duality complex, then HTC n (X) = mTC n (X), and HTC n (X) := Hsecat(∆ n ). We can then deduce Theorem 12. Let X, Y be spaces, then mTC n (X) + HTC n (Y ) ≤ mTC(X × Y ) ≤ mTC n (X) + mTC n (Y ).
Moreover, if Y is Poincaré duality complex, then
mTC n (X × Y ) = mTC n (X) + mTC n (Y ).
In particular we extend [11, Theorem 1.6], mTC n (X × S k ) = mTC n (X) + mTC n (S k ).
